MEMORANDUM

May 12, 2020

To: Subcommittee on Health Members and Staff

Fr: Subcommittee Chair Eshoo Staff

Re: Hearing on “Protecting Scientific Integrity in the COVID-19 Response”

On Thursday, May 14, 2020, at 10 a.m. in the John D. Dingell Room, 2123 of the Rayburn House Office Building, the Subcommittee on Health will hold a hearing entitled, “Protecting Scientific Integrity in the COVID-19 Response.”

I. COVID-19 PANDEMIC

Coronaviruses are a large family of zoonotic viruses, some causing illness in people and others that circulate among animals.1 Coronaviruses are known to cause illnesses ranging from common colds to more severe respiratory diseases.2

On February 11, 2020, the World Health Organization (WHO) announced an official name for the disease that is causing the 2019 novel coronavirus outbreak, first identified in Wuhan, China.3 The name of this disease is coronavirus disease 2019, abbreviated as COVID-19. COVID-19 is caused by a coronavirus called SARS-CoV-2.4 The exact source of this virus is unknown.5 On March 11, the WHO declared that the spread of COVID-19 could be characterized as a pandemic.6
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As of May 10, according to the WHO, nearly every country in the world is reporting COVID-19 cases with over four million cases globally and over 275,000 deaths. As of May 10, according to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), there have been over 1.3 million cases of COVID-19 in the United States and over 79,000 deaths. The United States has the most confirmed COVID-19 cases in the world, with more than 13 times the number of cases reported in China and more than five times as many cases as Italy and Spain. Confirmed infections in the United States make up about a third of the world’s coronavirus cases.

All 50 states, the District of Columbia, and four United States territories are now reporting cases of COVID-19. Different parts of the country are seeing different levels of COVID-19 activity. The United States nationally is in the acceleration phase of the pandemic, which means that infections are increasing.

II. BIOMEDICAL ADVANCED RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY (BARDA)

In 2006, Congress created the Biomedical Advanced Research and Development Authority (BARDA) within the Office of the Assistant Secretary for Preparedness at the Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) through the Pandemic and All-Hazard Preparedness Act (P.L. 109-417) (PAHPA). BARDA was established to aid in securing our nation from chemical, biological, radiological, and nuclear threats, as well as from pandemic influenza and emerging infectious diseases. BARDA supports the research and development of medical countermeasures such as vaccines, drugs, and diagnostics, including technical assistance for purposes of review by the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) and inclusion into the Strategic National Stockpile (SNS).
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In response to COVID-19, BARDA is investing in an array of medical countermeasures to diagnose, treat, or protect against the virus including respiratory protective devices, diagnostic tests or assays, vaccines, and therapeutics.\(^\text{14}\)

### III. FEDERAL EFFORTS TO DEVELOP AND SUPPLY COVID-19 MEDICAL COUNTERMEASURES

#### A. Respiratory Masks

Health care workers interacting with COVID-19 patients or suspected cases wear respiratory masks to control exposure to infections. On February 26, HHS Secretary Azar said that the SNS included 12 million N95 masks and 30 million surgical masks\(^\text{15}\) — only about one percent of the 3.5 billion masks that HHS estimates the country will need if the pandemic lasts at least a year.\(^\text{16}\)

Hospitals across the country reported to the HHS Office of the Inspector General (OIG) that a shortage of Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) was threatening their ability to keep staff safe while they worked to treat patients with COVID-19.\(^\text{17}\) The most commonly needed PPE items reported were masks (including N95 masks, surgical masks, and face shields).\(^\text{18}\)

On March 24, the Administration confirmed it had established a Supply Chain Stabilization Task Force to coordinate supply chain activities, including for the procurement of medical supplies such as PPE.\(^\text{19}\) On April 2, the Administration announced it would use the Defense Production Act to “use any and all authority available under the Act to acquire” N95
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\(^{14}\) Department of Health and Human Services, Biomedical Advanced Research and Development Authority (BARDA) Broad Agency Announcement (BAA) (beta.sam.gov/opp/1b46a4169fcb4902b9c4fcb5bf981f7/view) (accessed May 8, 2020).
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respirators from the manufacturer 3M.\textsuperscript{20} According to the Federal Emergency Management Agency, a total of 35.7 million FEMA-procured masks and respirators from the manufacturer 3M have been distributed to priority areas as of April 12.\textsuperscript{21}

B. Diagnostic Tests

In vitro diagnostic tests, including reagents, instruments, and systems, are medical devices used to diagnose diseases or conditions, such as COVID-19.\textsuperscript{22} The first in vitro diagnostic test produced in the United States for COVID-19 was developed by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC). After a possible contamination in CDC’s test resulted in inconclusive tests, CDC had to revise its test causing a delay in access.\textsuperscript{23} In an effort to help facilitate increased testing capacity, FDA, which regulates in vitro diagnostic tests, issued guidance on March 16 outlining how clinical laboratories, commercial manufacturers, and other entities could develop and market diagnostic tests for COVID-19.\textsuperscript{24} FDA has revised this guidance since to outline the agency’s enforcement policies regarding how States could authorize tests, as well as how serological tests could be marketed.\textsuperscript{25} In addition, both FEMA and the Department of Defense have utilized their authorities to procure test swabs.\textsuperscript{26}


\textsuperscript{22} 21 C.F.R. § 809.3 (2019).


Despite these actions, access to testing and testing supplies continues to be an issue for many health care entities. These shortages were documented by the HHS OIG which found that “severe shortages of testing supplies and extended waits for test results limited hospitals’ ability to monitor the health of patients and staff.”

Governors and public health officials have said that the shortages limit states’ ability to control the spread of the virus.

C. Therapeutics

There are currently no approved treatments for COVID-19. According to FDA, there are 72 active trials of therapeutics, and over 200 development programs are in in planning stages. COVID-19 treatment guidelines released by the National Institutes of Health recommend that clinical management for patients diagnosed with COVID-19 should include “infection prevention and control measures and supportive care, including supplemental oxygen and mechanical ventilatory support when indicated.” Therapeutic options being actively explored by the Administration include the use of antivirals and convalescent plasma or hyperimmune immunoglobulin.

Hydroxychloroquine and chloroquine are two antiviral drugs approved for the treatment of malaria and lupus that are being investigated for purposes of treating COVID-19. On March 28, FDA issued an emergency use authorization (EUA) for hydroxychloroquine and chloroquine to allow the drugs to be donated to the SNS and to be distributed and prescribed to COVID-19 patients under certain conditions when a clinical trial is not available or feasible. As part of the EUA, FDA noted there is limited in-vitro and anecdotal data about the use of these products for COVID-19.

---
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On April 21, a panel of experts convened by the National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases (NIAID) recommended against doctors using a combination of hydroxychloroquine and azithromycin for the treatment of COVID-19 patients because of potential toxicities.\(^{33}\) On April 24, FDA warned that doctors should not use the chloroquine and hydroxychloroquine to treat COVID-19 patients outside a hospital or a clinical trial, citing reports of “serious heart rhythm problems.”\(^{34}\)

Remdesivir is an antiviral drug that is also being investigated for the purposes of treating COVID-19. On April 29 NIAID announced that their trial showed that remdesivir treatment led to a 31 percent faster recovery in hospital patients with COVID-19, compared with placebo treatment.\(^{35}\)

On May 1, FDA issued an EUA for remdesivir for the treatment of suspected or laboratory-confirmed COVID-19 in adults and children hospitalized with severe disease.\(^{36}\) FDA noted that “while there is limited information known about the safety and effectiveness of using remdesivir to treat people in the hospital with COVID-19, the investigational drug was shown in the NIH clinical trial to shorten the time to recovery in some patients.”\(^{37}\)

### IV. WHISTLEBLOWER COMPLAINT

Dr. Richard Bright is a scientist with expertise in the fields of immunology, therapeutic intervention, vaccine, and diagnostic development. Dr. Bright joined BARDA in 2010 and served as director of the agency from 2016 until April 2020. Dr. Bright claims that he was involuntarily removed from his position as Director of BARDA and transferred to the National Institutes of Health (NIH) on April 20 because of his efforts at BARDA to “prioritize science and
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safety over political expediency” and for other reasons. On May 5, Dr. Bright filed a Complaint & Disclosure Form with the United States Office of Special Counsel (OSC), an independent agency, which among other things, protects federal employees from prohibited personnel practices such as whistleblowing retaliation.

On May 8, according to Dr. Bright’s lawyers, OSC made a threshold determination that HHS violated the Whistleblower Protection Act by removing Dr. Bright from his position for making protected disclosures in the best interest of the American public. The Office of Special Counsel has not publicly commented on the open investigation. HHS has stated publicly in response to the complaint, “This is a personnel matter that is currently under review. However, HHS strongly disagrees with the allegations and characterizations in the complaint from Dr. Bright.”

V. WITNESSES

PANEL I

Richard A. Bright, Ph.D.
Senior Advisor
National Institutes of Health

PANEL II

Mike Bowen
Executive Vice President
Prestige Ameritech
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